APC Overnight Product Parameters
2.1

XS

2.0

1.9

Items MUST not exceed the
dimensions specified.

1.8

1.7

Mail Pack

Max 2.05 x 0.3 x 0.3m
Excess Item

All ND and NC items not boxed
MUST be manifested as XS
unless specified overleaf.

1.6

Height (m)

1.3

1.0
0.9

Excludes liquids

Max 1.6 x 0.6 x 0.6m
Non Conveyable Item

Courier Pack

The longest dimension must not exceed 1.6m. The sum
of the second and third dimensions must not exceed
1.2m.
MUST be boxed unless specified overleaf.

1.2
1.1

Can accommodate A4

NC

1.5

1.4

Size: 37.5cm x 29.5cm

ND

Size: 54.5cm x 45.5cm

Above 0.6 x 0.6x 0.6m the normal standard ND
Parameteres are applicable
Max 1.2 x 0.55 x 0.5m
Standard Parcel
ALL ND & ND Belt Permitted Items MUST be boxed
unless specified overleaf.
Items MUST not exceed the dimensions specified.

0.8

Can accommodate A3
Excludes liquids

LP & LQ
Items MUST not exceed the dimensions
max 1.2 x 0.55 x 0.5m.

0.7
0.6

ND Belt Permitted

0.5

Max 0.6 x 0.6 x 0.6m
Standard Parcel

LW

0.4
0.3

Max 0.45 x 0.35 x 0.20m
Light Weight Box

0.2

MUST be boxed.

0.1

Items MUST not exceed the
dimensions specified.

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

Width (m)

These items can
travel on the
sortation belt,
permitting them to
be manifested as ND.
LP & LQ not
permitted on the belt
service.
0.4

0.5

0.6

APC Overnight Product Parameters
ND Belt Permitted - Parcels up to 60cm x 60cm x 60cm permitted to be manifested & travel as ND. Please
note that our existing ND dimensions still apply, however if the longest dimension reduces to 60cm or under,
it allows the 2nd and 3rd dimensions to increase to max 60cm each.

NC sized unboxed items - If an item falls within the NC dimensions but is unboxed, it must be manifested
as XS.

Poly Boxes - Can travel on the ND service if they meet the product dimensions
and all lids are securely sealed and taped, otherwise these will be considered NC.

Cool Boxes / Blue Cool Boxes – If items contain any liquid they will need to be
manifested as LP or LQ (if limited quantities) The fragile ND service must be selected for
all other cool boxes. It is vital that the lids are sealed securely to avoid the risk of opening
in transit.

Tote Boxes – Can travel on the ND service if the lids are secured with cable ties
at both ends. However, if the boxes are not secured, these will be considered NC.

Tyres – current tyre process remains unaffected.

PURS – Will be in scope with all the advised changes effective from 19th October 2020.

LP, LQ, Security and Fragile - will need to be boxed and correctly labelled.

Bagged or products in sacks - within ND or NC dimensions such as animal feed, grains, seeds, or compost
will need to be manifested as XS unless they are boxed.

Suitcases / Linen / Sports Bags - These items are unsuitable for our main sorters and will need to be
manifested as XS unless any of these items can be boxed.

Auditing - If unboxed items are sent as ND or NC the existing £5 surcharge and auditing process will
automatically apply.

